PLASTIC BAGS

Name of organization: **Target**
1200 Baltimore Pike
Springfield, PA 19064
484-470-2320
Drop-off: yes
Hours: 8am to 11pm
Pick-up: no
Accepts: ALL plastic bag, clean and dry. This includes ziplocs, sandwich bags, and the thin clear plastic used for packaging.
Does not accept: n/a
Other information: Bins are on the second floor, near customer service.

Name of organization: **Giant Food**
950 Baltimore Pike
Springfield, PA 19064
610-604-1570
Drop-off: yes
Hours: 24 hours
Pick-up: no
Accepts: ALL plastic bag, clean and dry. This includes ziplocs, sandwich bags, and the thin clear plastic used for packaging.
Does not accept: n/a
Other information: Bins are near electric carts near entrance.

Name of organization: **Acme**
527 E Baltimore Pike
Media, PA 19063
610-565-5072
Drop-off: yes
Hours: M-Sat 6am to 11pm, Sun 7am – 10pm
Pick-up: no
Accepts: ALL plastic bag, clean and dry. This includes ziplocs, sandwich bags, and the thin clear plastic used for packaging.
Does not accept: n/a